[Substance P in the central mechanisms of the escape reaction].
The role of substance P in the central mechanisms of escape reaction elicited by electrical stimulation of the ventromedial hypothalamus was investigated in chronic experiments on rabbits. Intravenous injection of substance P (30 micrograms/kg) led to a short-term (less than 10 min) increase in the threshold of stimulation of the ventromedial hypothalamus and to more stable (up to 1.5 h) disorders of the hippocampal-hypothalamic relations. After substance P injection the inhibitory effects of the dorsal hippocampus but not the facilitating influences of the midbrain reticular formation on excitability of the hypothalamic motivation center were found to be lacking. Disorders of the central mechanisms of escape reaction after substance P injection correlated with new patterns of the main EEG rhythms in different areas of the brain cortex in response to the ascending excitations of the limbic-midbrain structures. Interpreting the mechanisms of substance P involvement in escape reaction the authors point to the ability of the given peptide to interact with different transmitter systems of the brain and opiate receptors and to alter the brain blood circulation.